BS in Industrial Technology (BSIT) Transfer Program

The BSIT is a degree completion program designed for students who hold a qualifying associate in applied science (AAS) in an approved industrial, business, and/or technical field.

BSIT Transfer Admission Requirements

Students transferring with an Associate of Applied Science degree included in the approved list on the next page:

- Completed Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degree in approved technical area by the first day of enrollment at ECU. The approved AAS programs can be viewed on the next page or at cet.ecu.edu/techsystems (choose the Industrial Technology Transfer Program tile).
- Cumulative 2.0 GPA from all post-secondary institutions attended.

Students transferring with an Associate of Applied Science degree not included in the approved list on the next page:

- Cumulative 2.0 GPA from all post-secondary institutions attended.
- Must have the AAS degree approved by the BSIT Program Coordinator (see next page).

Students planning to enroll in the BSIT program should contact the appropriate BSIT academic advisor (listed below) at least six months prior to applying for admission. Inquiries may also be directed to ecuBSIT@ecu.edu.

Helpful Resources

BSIT Program Information and Resources – cet.ecu.edu/techsystems

ECU Undergraduate Admissions (application and deadlines) – admissions.ecu.edu

ECU Tuition and Fees - financialservices.ecu.edu

ECU Academic Calendar - facultysenate.ecu.edu/academic-calendars/

For more information:

- BSIT Program Coordinator: Dr. David Batts, battsd@ecu.edu, 252-328-9673
- BSIT ict & hit concentrations Program Academic Advisor: Jonna Kurr-Murphy, kurrmurphyj23@ecu.edu, 252-328-9301
- BSIT all other concentrations Program Academic Advisor: Jason Denius, deniusb@ecu.edu, 252-328-9610
- Program Website: cet.ecu.edu/techsystems
**Approved Associate of Applied Science Degrees for the BSIT**

- Aerostructure Manufacturing and Repair (A50450)  
- Aerospace Manufacturing Technology (A50450)<sup>NEW</sup>  
- Agricultural Equipment Systems Technology (A60410)  
- Air Conditioning, Heating, & Refrigeration Tech (A35100)  
- Applied Engineering Technology (A40130)  
- Architectural Technology (A40100)  
- Automation Engineering Technology (A40120)  
- Automotive Systems Technology (A60160)  
- Aviation Management & Career Pilot Tech (A60180)<sup>NEW</sup>  
- Aviation Systems Technology (A60200)  
- Biomedical Equipment Technology (A50100)  
- Biopharmaceutical Technology (A20180)  
- Bioprocess Technology (A50110)  
- Chemical Process Technology (A50110)  
- Chemical Technology (A20120)  
- Civil Engineering Technology (A40140)  
- Collision Repair and Refinishing Technology (A60130)  
- Computer Engineering Technology (A40160) see note below  
- Computer Information Technology (A25260) see note below  
- Computer-Integrated Machining (A50210)  
- Computer-Aided Drafting Technology (A50150)  
- Computer Technology Integration (A25500) see note below  
- Construction Equipment Technology (A60450)  
- Construction Management Technology (A35190)  
- Cyber Crime Technology (A55210) see note below  
- Diesel and Heavy Equipment Technology (A60460)  
- Electric Utility Substation & Relay Technology (A50510)  
- Electrical/Electronics Technology (A35220)  
- Electrical Engineering Technology (A40180)  
- Electrical Power Production Technology (A50130)  
- Electrical Systems Technology (A35130)  
- Electronics Engineering Technology (A40200)  
- Environment, Health, and Safety Technology (A50160)  
- Environmental Engineering Technology (A40150)  
- Facility Maintenance Technology (A50190)  
- Global Logistics Technology (A25170)  
- General Occupational Technology (A55280)  
- Geospatial Technology (A40220)<sup>NEW</sup>  
- Global Logistics and Distribution Mgmt Tech (A25610)  
- Healthcare Business Informatics (A25510) see note below  
- Industrial Engineering Technology (A40240)  
- Industrial Management Technology (A50260)  
- Industrial Systems Technology (A50240)  
- Information Systems Security (A25270) see note below  
- Info Systems Security/Security Hardware (A2527B) see note below  
- Information Technology (A25590) see note below  
- Information Technology/Cloud Technology (A25590U)<sup>NEW</sup>  
- Intelligence Studies/Geospatial Intelligence (A25700B)<sup>NEW</sup>  
- Interior Design (A30220)  
- Laser and Photonics Technology (A40280)  
- Machining Technology (A50300) *  
- Machining Technology/Tool, Die, and Mold Making (A5030A)  
- Manufacturing Technology (A50320) *  
- Manufacturing Technology/Integrated Operations (A5032C)  
- Manufacturing Technology/Composites (A5032D)  
- Manufacturing Technology/Plastics (A5032A)  
- Manufacturing Technology/Quality Assurance (A5032B)  
- Marine Technology (A15320)  
- Mechanical Drafting Technology (A50340)  
- Mechanical Engineering Technology (A40320)  
- Mechatronics Engineering Technology (A40350)  
- Mission Critical Operations – Information Tech (A40430I)  
- Networking Technology (A25340) see note below  
- Nondestructive Examination Technology (A50350)  
- Nuclear Technology (A50460)  
- Project Management Technology (A25390)  
- Supply Chain Management (A25620)  
- Sustainability Technologies (A40370)  
- Welding Technology (A50420)

Technical, industrial, or business related AAS degrees not listed should be reviewed by the BSIT program coordinator prior to applying for ECU admission.  
* All specializations under that program qualify.  

*All information provided in this flyer is subject to change without notification.*

**NOTE for Information Tech related AAS degrees:**  
To qualify for the BSIT information and cybersecurity technology (ict) or the health information technologies (hit) concentrations, you must have least one of the following:  
- Grade of C or higher in NET 125 and NET 126.  
- Current CompTIA Network+ Certification.  
- Current Cisco CCNA or CCNP Certificate.